
Rappelling Safety and Techniques
Jennilyn Fisher

Goal: Help the class learn and improve on rappelling safely, and to be able to have fun
and handle the rope.

Outline:
1. Anchor How-To

2.The rappel device
3. Safety Backups

4. Other Precautions
1. Anchors: How-to?
A. Natural Anchors

1. Test the anchor with the heaviest person rappelling, making sure there is still a
margin of safety in case the rappeller puts extra force on the rope. Always test
BEFORE attaching climber and/or equipment

2. Attach a sling around trees, rappelling off the tree can causs tree resins, rope
abrasion, and can eventually kill the tree.

3. Rappelling off of a horn- look at the angle of the force on the horn. The
runner may be able to ride up while you're rappelling and slip-off, make sure to
consider that as a possibility.

4. Whenever possible, use two anchors. Equahze them. Sometimes one anchor
may be enough, however, if you have doubts, add another anchor. Your life is
completely entrusted on your rappel, so it may be best to take extra precautions.

B. Artificial Anchors
1. Often times climbers will bring their own devices to create anchors, such as

pitons or cams. These can create great anchors, and if you are unsrire of the
availability of later anchors, bringing some is always a good idea.

2. NEVER use old slings, cams, or other devices found left in the rock. Often they
are old or no longer good.

3. Always check bolts and chains, make sure they are safe before trusting them.
Chain in on one of the less used chains, typically one higher up.

4. Always equalize your anchors! And backups are always good!
C. Things to Know About Your Rope Placement:

. 1. avoid having the rope run over an edge or sharp rock. Compensate with a
longer sling whenever possible.
2. To connect ropes, use an overhand knot. Make sure the knot will not catch on

the edge, even after it rotates.
3. never run rope through bolts. The bolt will cut the rope.
4. Never run rope through webbing, always nrn rope through a ring or locking

carabiner and then a sling. The rope can cut right through the webbing.
5. *Demonstrate the correct way to use two carabiners attached to a rope*

2. The Devices!

A.ATC:W
1. Used very of[en, especially when rappelling is combined with climbing,

because it will not twist the rope.
2. Make sure to keep brake hand tight. ATC are good for one or two rope rappels.



B. Carabiner Brake Svstem:
1. Requires 6 straight-gate carabine s or 5 carabiners and a locking biner.

2.Make sure the gates are on opposing sides and opposing sides and reversed

from eachother.
3. Make sure gates are placed so that they will not accidentally open.
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C. Figure Eight: { f}: 
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1. They will twist your rope. They are designed for rappelling, however, keep in

mind that it will twist the rope and make it harder to untwist for ascension.
2. Figure eights are often heavy, but are easier to control.

3. Safety Backups
A. Prusik

1. a prusik knot can be used as a backup. The self-belay knot will grab the rope
and slow it to a halt if your brake hand should happen to slip.

B. Rappel Belay
1 . when approtririate , abelayer can be placed at the bottom of a rappel, holding the

rope. If the rappeller should have problems or lose control of the rope, the
rappel belayer can pull on the rope and the rope will brake.

4. Other Precautions:
A. Overhangs:
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1. Over a lip, keep your legs straight and walk your feet down over the edge.
2. Onlong, free-hanging rappels, the rope twists can be minimized by placing the

brake hand between the iegs instead of on the side.
B. Pendulums:

1. If you vbnture away from the fall line, there is a chance that you may take a
dangerous slip and "pendulum" across the rock. You would smash and hurt. To
avoid this, rappel down the fall line.

C. Loose ltems:
1. Make sure hair and shilttails and all other hanging items are tied back. They get

caught easily. Take a knife to cut out foreign objects.
2. Oftentimes a jammed device can be unjammed by releasing tension- put

weight onto a prusik or ascension knot and pull the object out.
D. Falling off the Rope:

1. Just tie knots at the end of the rope. That way you don't accidentally fall of the
end ofeither rope.

2. Onmulti-pitch rappels, make sure you untie both knots before pulling the rope.
It really stinks if you forget.

** Have fun! Always double check geal and your paftners gear- 85o/o of all climbing
injuries happen on the way down!**


